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OPEN LETTER TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF PRECISION OPTICS CORPORATION (PEYE)
March 21, 2022
Dear Fellow PEYE Shareholders:
My name is Scott Klarquist and I am the CIO of Seven Corners Capital Management, LLC. By way of background, I am a
former corporate attorney based in New York City (J.D., University of Virginia) who transitioned into full-time investing
nearly a decade ago. I now focus mainly on small and micro-cap stocks, such as PEYE (which I have owned continuously for
almost three years). As you may be aware, PEYE recently distributed its proxy materials for the 2022 annual meeting of
shareholders, to be held on April 8, 2022, i.e., less than 20 days from now (please see the company’s proxy statement,
dated February 24, 2022, available on EDGAR).
I am writing you today to let you know that, for the reasons more fully set forth below, I intend to vote my shares as
follows:
1.
2.
3.

PROPOSAL #1: WITHHOLD with respect to incumbent director Peter H. Woodward, who is the only company
nominee up for election this year;
PROPOSAL #2: AGAINST approval of the compensation paid to PEYE’s Named Executive Officers; and
PROPOSAL #5: AGAINST approval of PEYE’s 2022 Equity Incentive Plan.

With respect to PROPOSAL #1, I do not believe that any of PEYE’s incumbent directors have adequately and faithfully
performed their fiduciary duties to us, the shareholders. Therefore, I believe none are entitled to receive our “FOR” votes
at the annual meeting. Shareholders should remember that the 2022 annual meeting will be the first such meeting PEYE
has held in nearly 13 years(!), despite PEYE’s bylaws specifically stating that “[t]he annual meeting of Precision Optics
Corporation, Inc.’s stockholders shall be held each year at such date and time as shall be designated from time to time by
the Board or the Chief Executive Officer” [emphasis added]. Nowhere in the proxy does PEYE’s leadership inform us of the
rationale behind this dereliction of duty to the shareholders. I raised this very issue with PEYE’s designated IR contact
Robert Blum, of Lytham Partners, back in October 2019, and the only response I received was that holding an annual
meeting was too costly.1 But this excuse rings hollow in an era when (1) most shareholders receive their proxy materials
and cast their votes via the Internet (the only hard-copy materials many holders receive is a one-page (i.e., inexpensive to
distribute) Notice of Internet Availability and Form of Proxy) and (2) tiny companies like PEYE can host shareholder
meetings at their own offices with little additional cost, since few shareholders would be expected to attend (as opposed
to a shareholder meeting for a company with many thousands of retail and institutional holders, such as an Apple or IBM).
Moreover, any company can now have its annual meeting broadcast live online (in addition to holding it in-person) via a
password-protected web portal, so shareholders who are not able to travel to out-of-the-way locations like (say)
Leominster, Massachusetts can more easily attend and ask questions of management. The annual meeting is basically the
only time during the year that shareholders can speak publicly and directly with the CEO without being pre-screened to
eliminate “difficult” inquiries. I recently asked Mr Blum whether shareholders will have online access to the 2022 annual
meeting (which in my opinion should be a no-brainer), but sadly PEYE has decided against granting this option.
But even worse from my perspective than going ~13 years without a shareholder meeting is the fact that PEYE has
staggered its board into three classes, a classic entrenchment device. Our CEO Director, Joseph Forkey (who is the son of
PEYE’s founder and thus an apparent beneficiary of nepotism), for example, will not be subject to any shareholder vote
until 2024. With PEYE’s stock price down (as adjusted for reverse stock splits) approximately 90% since Mr Forkey became
a board member in 2006 and over 95% since he became PEYE’s Chief Scientist in September 2003, why is he allowed to
dodge shareholders for an additional two years? Over the past decade and a half, throughout which Mr Forkey has been
a key player in the C-suite, shares outstanding have grown at a shocking 19% CAGR, while PEYE’s revenues have only grown
by 9% per year. This is not exactly Jeff Bezos we are talking about—if the company truly intends to reform its corporate
governance, Mr Forkey needs to face the verdict of the shareholders immediately, not two years from now.
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Further re this topic, please see my previous Open Letter to PEYE Shareholders, filed on Form PX14A6G, from October 14, 2020, attached as
Exhibit A hereto.
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Mr Woodward has been on our board since July 9, 2014 (note: PEYE has underperformed the S&P 500 since then) and
appears to be “on board” with the above-described subpar corporate governance practices. Disturbingly, it is not clear
how many PEYE shares Mr Woodward’s investment fund MHW Partners (MHW) actually owns, as this entity has not filed
a Schedule 13D regarding PEYE since November 2015 (the company claims it is still relying on this filing in reporting MHW’s
current ownership statistics). If since late 2015, MHW has either (1) changed its PEYE ownership percentage by 1% or
more, or (2) fallen below the 5% ownership threshold, it should have filed an amendment to its 13D filing, yet no such
filing exists on EDGAR. The company should immediately clarify how many PEYE shares MHW owns as of the record date
for the 2022 annual meeting. In light of the foregoing, I will be voting against his re-election.
Regarding PROPOSAL #2, I intend to vote “AGAINST” the Advisory Vote to Approve Executive Compensation. In the
discussion of this proposal contained in the proxy, PEYE claims they “believe in the power of open disclosure and know the
only way to build and strengthen our reputation…is through honesty and trust”. Yet there are less than five (5) pages in
total describing PEYE’s philosophy governing its senior executive compensation, which is supposedly based on “specific
goals”. The proxy states on page 16: “[O]ur compensation philosophy is to reward these executive officers for the
achievement of short- and long-term corporate and individual performance, as measured by the attainment of specific
goals for the creation of long-term shareholder value”. So what exactly are these “specific goals” that supposedly will
result in “the creation of long-term shareholder value”? Very little is disclosed. Take the option grant to Mr Forkey of
150,000 shares in June 2021, which vests based on the passage of time (fully within one year) and are not apparently tied
to any metric regarding PEYE’s financial performance. The same situation obtains with respect to the 2021 option grants
made to Mssrs Habhegger and Mangadu. WHERE ARE THE SPECIFIC GOALS? Moreover, despite Mr Forkey’s 2018
employment agreement stipulating a base salary of $200,000, this was increased by the board by 25% (well above the
then-prevailing inflation rate) to $250,000 just 14 months later. Unless and until PEYE consistently ties compensation to
very specific and clearly defined and disclosed metrics that *actually* result in increased shareholder value (e.g., total
shareholder return hurdles versus peers and minimum acceptable operating metrics, such as ROIC and operating income
growth targets), and unless and until PEYE stops entering into one-sided employment agreements with its C-suite members
(best practices would dictate no employment agreements at all), I intend to vote against PEYE’s advisory vote on executive
compensation.
As to PROPOSAL #5, I intend to vote AGAINST approval of PEYE’s 2022 Equity Incentive Plan for several reasons. First, on
top of the one million share “headline number” in authorized issuance, the plan permits the issuance of additional shares
equal to 5% of PEYE’s then-outstanding shares EVERY YEAR. It is unclear why PEYE shareholders should suffer 5% annual
dilution over and above the dilution incurred pursuant to the one million share authorization during the 10-year term of
the plan. The company should drop this provision and come back to shareholders for an additional authorization if and
when the base one million share authorization has been sufficiently depleted to warrant another grant. Second, Section
4.5 of the plan permits the recycling of shares subject to option or other grants, to the extent such shares are not actually
issued to the respective recipients. Third, I believe that any Options, Stock Appreciation Right, Restricted Stock Units and
Performance Share Awards issued under the plan should have a maximum term of no more than 5 years (not 10, as set
forth in the plan). Therefore, so long as these items remain unaddressed by the company, I plant to oppose approval of
the plan.
Fellow PEYE shareholders, if we fail to stand up for optimal corporate governance at our company’s 2022 annual meeting,
we will have only ourselves to blame. Please consider your votes on the above-referenced Proposals carefully!
Sincerely,
Scott Klarquist
CIO, Seven Corners Capital Management, LLC
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